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Abstract. This paper presents a set of 3 mobile applications where derivative
concept is analyzed through everyday life examples of rate of change and
optimization. Augmented reality and GeoGebra were used as computational
tools. In the applications test, a sample of 30 students formed the control group
(GC) and 30 student formed the study group (GE). Both have been applied the
same initial and final questionnaire. The GE used the applications on their
mobile devices, while the GC worked the same subject without them during 1
hour and a half in 5 sessions. Results for both groups in initial and final
evaluation mean results on 2.08 to 3.30 and 2.58 to 7.47 for GC and GE
respectively. Applying F test, a statistically significant difference in increase
was found (p <0.002). This results showed that GE identified the concept of
derivative and correctly applied that concept to real problems solving correctly
74% of the final questionnaire, so it is concluded that these activities supported
mobile devices open a new way in educational research.
Keywords: Classroom learning, mobile computing, educational research,
augmented reality.

1

Introduction

Currently there are software programs that are directed to help understanding of
mathematics, however, it was found that most of them help to develop algebraic and
memorizing skills but visualization, understanding and reasoning mathematics are
lacking [1]. These programs are generally designed to be used on a desktop computer
by limiting the scope and availability of the software. Although there is a tendency to
include this software in classrooms to integrate their capabilities to the tools for
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teachers in Mexico, it has been limited its introduction because classrooms don´t have
infrastructure and associated maintenance is required.
On the other hand, it is known that the population between 15 and 35 years old
have a mobile phone and the trend of acquiring mobile devices is increasing [2, 3] as
well as their processing capabilities, visualization and internet availability so this
situation makes mobile a viable tool to be include in the education process named
m-learning [4].
In this paper, three mobile applications that are intended to help in different
cognitive skills development during its use in classroom teaching. These applications
were based on problems taken from textbooks [5, 6, 7], with some changes and
programmed as interactive environments in a mobile software. The topic was the
derivative and its use in situations where a rate of change and optimization is required
[8, 9].
The first application, "Android balloon" used augmented reality concept, allowing
to analyze a real situation, take measurements and use them to solve problems
associated with what happens to an object when it undergoes a change in any of the
variables that define (volume and radius of the sphere). The "building a box" and
"clockwise” application used GeoGebra, a dynamic program that offers various
representations of objects from each of its possible perspectives: graphical views,
algebraic topics, and information organization in charts and spreadsheets, together
with data sheets dynamically linked [10]. The application, called "trickle", uses the
GPS positioning system with other sensors that owns the device to catch elements that
could be analyzed by the student.

2

Methodology

Design and implementation of the initial
questionnaire to review the difficulties
encountered by students in the subject of
the derivative and its use to solve
optimization and rate of change. The initial
questionnaire was applied to the two
groups. (GC and GE)

Test teaching sequence for 5 sessions
of one hour and a half each in the GE
and GC.

Design and implementation of the
final
questionnaire
to
assess
knowledge derived theme

Selection of problems on rate of change and
optimization for the teaching sequences,
one with mobile applications and other
without them.

Mobile
Application
implementation

design

Statistical and qualitative analysis of
the improvement obtained for each
group before and after working with
the problems of rate of change and
optimization.

and

Fig. 1. Steps followed in the study.
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The application was tested in two groups, one called control group (GC) and the
other study group (GE). Each group consisted of 30 students who were taking their
first semester of studies in one of the units of the Instituto Politécnico Nacional. In
order to evaluate if the mobile applications improved the learning of students after
being working on the derivate topic and solving problems of rate of change and
optimization, it was applied two questionnaires: one before the topic was studied
named initial questionnaire, and a final questionnaire after finished the topic learning
then it was compared the mean results obtained in both questionnaires. Two
sequences were designed, one to be worked with the control group (GC) and the other
for the study group (GE).
The teaching sequence worked with GC, was integrated with problems taken from
textbooks for engineers [5], [6], [7], and were worked traditionally in the classroom.
That is, the teacher wrote down information on the board, explained, solved it and the
students copied in his notebook what has been done by the teacher.
The GE teaching sequence consisted of the same problems, included the mobile
applications and teacher allowed students to interact with them and respond to the
questions asked. The steps followed in this work are shown in the diagram of
Figure 1.
2.1 Design and Implementation of the Initial Questionnaire
The diagnostic or initial questionnaire has 8 questions related to the learning Unit
named Calculus and specifically to the issues of the derivative and their uses as the
rate of change and optimization. Three of the 8 questions had incised so the total
number of question to answer was 12.
In Figure 2, examples of conceptual and algorithmic problem are shown.
Let be L a tangent line to y = f (x) on
point (5,3) as is shown in the figure. Find
f’(5).

Calculate the derivative function at the
indicated point.
y = x2 – 4x + 1
and x= 2.
¿Which is the meaning of the result?

b)

a)

Fig. 2. Examples of the types of questions. On the left side: a conceptual problem and on the
right side: an example of an algorithmic problem.

Questions were classified into two types: algorithmic and conceptual type.
Algorithmic questions [8, 9], are those in which the student must know the method or
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steps to solve the exercise and will only be asked to calculate or find a result.
(Questions 2b, 3a, 5a, 5b and 5c). On the other hand, concept questions imply that the
student has understood the concept involved (1, 2a, 3b, 4, 6, 7, y8) and applies it to
find the answer to the situation proposed in question.
2.2 Selection of Problems
Three problems were chosen from the textbook [6], [7], and then they were converted
into interactive applications for students in the study group (GE). Those mobile
applications are explained in order to show how they were generated. They were
named: “Android balloon”, “Building a box” and “Clockwise”.
About the control group (GC) they worked the same problems, but without using
the applications, instead of, the teacher explained using the blackboard and the
students solved them using for this a calculator, and wrote the answers in their
notebooks.
2.2.1 Android Balloon
This mobile application was intended to support the student understanding of the rate
of change. “Android balloon” shows this phenomenon, using an example where a
balloon with shape of android, it lost gas and how, as time goes by, the radio and
surface changes.

Fig. 3. Examples of the application where the object undergoes a change and can apply the
concept of rate of change.

In this application, the student could see, in real time and in the classroom, what
happens to an object when it undergoes to a change in an instant. This phenomenon is
called rate of change and it can be quantified using the derivative concept. This
activity used the camera of mobile device and a marker of augmented reality. The first
one, for obtaining the scenario and the second one, to take the decision of where to
display the globe. In order to keep the application as simple as possible and reduce the
mobile requirements, the use of the location sensors of the device were avoided, even
though it is common to use it in augmented reality applications. Instead of this, the
markers or labels helped to place where the Globe should be and where, part of image
was overlapped when an increase of Globe size have to be displayed.
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Although it is easy to create own marks, in this application we use the official one
in order to allow students to reproduce this exercise by themselves. It was selected an
easily identifiable image such as a black question mark on a white background so a
quickly recognition of the marker allowed to determine the orientation and scale of
the object to draw. The AndAR library was used with this purpose (Figure 3).
The student can stop the animation at different times, measure on the figure and
then respond to questions with the obtained data.

2.2.2 Construction of a Box with Maximum Volume
The purpose of this application is to obtain the maximum volume of a box without a
lid if a specific area was given. It was intended that the student visualizes the change
in the volume of a box through different registers of representation of the volume
function (algebraic, tabular and graphic register). In the algebraic register, the change
in volume was observed by replacing the values of the independent variable "𝑥" in the
analytical expression of the volume:
𝑉(𝑥) = 𝑥 ∗ (ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ − 𝑥)(𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ − 𝑥).

(1)

In the tabular register, a volume change was observed when the x value in the table
is changed then a change of the value of the variable V is observed. In the graphic
register, if the curve changes then a modifying volume is presented.

Fig. 4. Application for analyzing volume optimization of a box based on a sheet and a side cut
x. It contains: sliders on the left side, in the middle area, the volume (y-axis) with respect to the
cut (x axis) and the sheet in which is presented the cut to be made. Finally, a 3D view of the
box in the right side.

For the construction of this mobile application, the free GeoGebra software was
used [10]. As is shown in Figure 4, to build the simulation of this problem, slide bars
controls were created for the height and width variable of the sheet that are shown in
the center as a polygon. Four boxes are used to show the cuts that have to be
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performed. It has a point H_1 from which both the whole picture and the boxes
generated by the cut. In the first case the image is generated by adding the coordinates
of this point to the width and length of the sheet, which also can be modified using the
sliders on the left side and in the second case, represents the independent variable.
In the 3D graph, the sheet is located in the z = 0 plane and the cut sheet has been
folded up to conform the complete box. When the sliders are moved, the changes are
reflected in the other zones of the window. It can also be observed the point P whose
coordinates are x, the cut dimension and the volume of the box V(x) computed.
Student can change the scales, see the generated data in a spreadsheet and images
so he can explore different representations that could help to understand the concepts
and solve the problems.
2.2.3 Clockwise
In this application, the student is asked to find the speed of changes in the distance
between the tips of the hands of a clock after a lapse of time and find some of the
extreme values such as maximum and minimum.
He solves this problem using GeoGebra again, a response windows is shown in
Figure 5. The hands of the clock were made with two line segments, one of greater
length such as in a clock. One segment is entirely free, representing the minute hand
and the other hand position is calculated as a fraction of the angle and the minute rate
with the vertical position as reference.

Fig. 5. Clockwise. The circle on the right represents the clock and the two line segments, the
hands. The graph on the left shows how the distance between the handles changes the angle that
makes the minute hand with the vertical.
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The obtained data is presented in animation and the average rate of change and
approaching the instantaneous rate of change is requested. So the user could observe
and find the need data just checking the animation and thinking about the meaning of
the function graph and the derivative.

3

Results

The initial questionnaire was a diagnostic and was graded using right or wrong (in the
case of not answering the question was taken as incorrect). The questions were
focused on reviewing both conceptual and algorithmic abilities of the students and
found that most of them showed gaps related to the derivative concept.
There were 12 questions in total, 5 evaluated the algorithmic problems and 6 the
conceptual problems. The graph in Figure 6 shows the percentage of correct answers
for each question, the questions do not appear in the order in which students
answered, but have been divided into conceptual and algorithmic type.
It can be seen that both the control group (GC) and the study group (GE) have the
same performance in the initial questionnaire, which is low. It was demonstrated by
grouping together the results of the 60 students of the initial questionnaire and
calculating the student's t-test, along with the Mann-Whitney test showing that they
are not different with p <0.05. GC averaged was 2.02 in the initial questionnaire and
GE obtained an average of 2.58.

Initial percentage correct answers questionnaire
Percentage of correct answers

50%
45%

Control

40%

Study

35%

30%
25%
20%
15%
10%

5%
0%

1

2a

3b

4

6

7

Conceptual questions

8

2b

3a

5a

5b

5c

Algorithmic Questions

Fig. 6. Results of both groups, showed how algorithmic questions are answered correctly more
often than the others in initial questionnaire.

Considering only the average of algorithmic questions and comparing to the
average of conceptual questions is observed that in the case of algorithmic questions,
the control group obtained 3.40 and 3.93 mean grade. But in conceptual questions
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averages was 1.14 for the GC and 1.96 for GE. So both groups showed deficiencies,
especially about the application of the concept of derivative.
The more frequently error detected is that students replaced the given values in the
mathematics formula without noticed what the exercise was asked to respond. The
second most common mistake was to confuse the concepts they were asked.
After working with the traditionally teaching sequences in GC and in the GE using
the mobile applications, a final questionnaire was conducted in order to evaluate if
there is a different performance between students of GC and GE.
Both groups improve their performance. In the GC, the average grade increment
was from 2.08, which was obtained in the questionnaire diagnosis, to 3.30 in the final
questionnaire. In the case of GE, the average number of correct answers changed from
2.58, which was obtained in the diagnostic questionnaire to 7.47 that was obtained in
the final questionnaire. When comparing the two groups with the F test, it was
observed that the increases are different with p <0.002.
On the other hand, the results of analyzing each of the questions grouped by the
concept and algorithmic type are shown in Figure 7.
In both groups, the percentage of correct answers is higher for the questions
algorithmic regarding conceptual type, indicating that students are better following a
steps set or memorizing the derivation rules than in the construction of the concept of
the derivative.

Percentage of correct answers final questionnaire
Percentage of correct answers

100%
90%
80%
70%

Control
Study

60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

1

2a

3b

4

6

7

Conceptual questions

8

2b

3a

5a

5b

5c

Algorithmic Questions

Fig. 7. Questions by type answered correctly in control and study group in final questionnaire.

Whereas in the control group, the teacher drew static graphs on the board, in the
study group, the student used dynamic graphics through the mobile applications and it
was noted that the interactions with cellphone mainly, zooms, interaction with the
mathematical model and visualization of the effects, positively contributed to student
performance.
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4

Conclusions and Future Work

It was observed that the students of the control group still required to know the
algebraic expression of the function derivative in order to substitute the data on it. On
the other hand, students in the study group were able to recognize that the function
derivative value is the slope of the tangent at the given point, and thus remembered
the definition of a line by two points so they could answer correctly.
It was observed that most of the student had cellphones, then these applications are
feasible and could be integrate in the education system because this concept
strengthen the learning skills promoted in the IPN. In reviewing applications and
activities developed in this research, it was observed that with a mobile device with
current performance, ubiquity is achieved and m-learning could be used in education.
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